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Folklore of Electrical Man: Marshall McLuhan
BY RAYMOND B. WADDINGTON

WITHIN the intellectual galaxy which provides intermittent illumination of our. condition and the prospect before us, .perhaps no
star now glitters more brightly and hopefully than that of Herbert
Marshall McLuhan.
Professor of English and Director of the Centre for Culture and
Technology at the. University of Toronto, McLuhan established a
quiet reputation as an astute cultural analyst with The Mechanical
Bride (1951) and enlarged his focus to that of broad intellectual history with The Gutenberg Galaxy (1962). Understanding Media
(1964) provoked mainly disapproving or vaguely aPRrehensive reviews
and-a pleasingly appropriate climax-the prophet of pop media came
into his own only with the surge of response to the paperback edition
issued the following year. Since tne phenomenon of this underground
popularity commenced, the media ,have found their man and it is instructive to chart the downWard path of wisdom: while Fortune,
Harper's, Ramparts, and ,Film', Quarterly accept him as a potential
savior, the New Yorker'discovers with amused tolerance that he is
the talk of the town; Newswe~k and Life know simply that he is
news. These publications clearly are reflectors not creators of public
appeal; for the hip crowd the news that McLuhan "arrived" came
from Tom Wolfe, the kandy-kolored, tangerine-flake, streamline baby
himself. Wolfe's choice of McLuhan as subject of an essay affixed
upon the professor from. Toronto the imprimatur as-with )unior
Johnson and Baby Jane Holzer-a bona fide culture hero.
The reasons for McLuhan's considerable appeal are not far to seek.
His communication theories are broad enough to account for all human progress, past and future, but, like .most such theories, simple
enough to be grasped and applied rather easily. He shows that technology changes and will continue to change-in a fundamental sense
-our lives and that, while the process cannot be stopped, the changes
are by no means for the worse. Indeed, McLuhan conceives, by coming to understand what our technological innovations do to us, we can
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controYchange to achieve an unprecedented good life. The problem of
the ~~ cultures is nonexistent for him; technology affects everyone
and the artist holds a position of special importance since his particular sensitivity to environment allows him to function as an "early
warning system," apprising us of impending change. For those unwilling to accept his larger claims, McLuhan still offers riches in his constantly surprising insights and his perceptions of occult relationships.
One might not be willing to admit that a round dwelling is a sign of
unified sensibility, but the comment that the airplane could not be
invented before the bicycle has the ring of truth; while it is hard to
swallow the disappearance of nylon stocking seams as a casualty of
electronic implosion, the analyses of Russia's cultural lag in oral-visual
terms are persuasive. McLOOan has a particular gift for examining the
fragmented, meaningless trivia of our everyday life and finding a pattern and a significance in it. On a superficial plane this endears McLOOan to the pop art, camp, comic-book-revival people for whom he
handily offers an intellectual justification; nevertheless, one of his
most positive effects is to restore a sense of human value and involvement that often gets lost in the labyrinth of a prepackaged society.
Succinctly, the McLuhan system is epitomized by his aphorism,
"The medium is the message," by which he means the instrument of
communication itself is more important for what it does to us than
is the specific content that it conveys. Understanding Media bears the
subtitle, The Extensions of Man, stressing McLuhan's conception
that, just as the wheel is an extension of man's leg or the hammer of
his arm, so all the communications media devised by man function as
extensions of his body. Every such extension creates a different environment, alternating man's sensory balance and thereby altering his
entire life until new technological innovations produce a new sensory
ratio. Originally man was tribal by nature-which is to say oral, tactile,
communal, and directed toward depth participation. Literacy,
spawned by the phonetic alphabet and universalized by the invention
and diffusion of mechanical· printing, shifted emphasis to the visual,
resulting in Western man's dependence upon a visual epistemology,
which has profoundly affected the direction of our development since
the beginning of the Renaissance. Some of the major effects that McLuhan traces to this visual dependence are the rise of individualism,
nationalism, the emotional distancing which produces specialization
and fragmentation of knowledge-Eliot's "dissociation of sensibility"
yet once more-and the mechanical or industrial society which he re-
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gards as the inevitable concomitant of linear thought, modeled upon
Gutenberg typography.
In the nineteenth century the invention of the telegraph inaugurated the electric age, reversing the development which had culminated
in the whole industrial revolution. Typographical man had undergone
an "explosion," fragmenting the unified tribal sensibility into a wasteland in which man's piecemeal existence is an outward emblem of
his shattered psyche. The "implosion" of electronic media shifts the
sensory pendulum from visual to tactile, which in McLuhan's vocabulary approximates something like complete sensory participation. If
the media of the mechanical age constitute extensions of man's external body, the electronic media are "extensions of man's central
nervous system." The metaphor (McLuhan probably would deny that
it is metaphor) implies the complete accessibility, the depth of involvement, the instantaneity of electronic communication which contracts the world to a "global village" and reinstitutes tribal man; so
fundamental a change in outlook·does this shift mean that McLuhan
regards an intelligent response to the new perceptual modality as per'
haps the most significant need in the whole of cultural history.
Further refining his general conception of the differing environments created by different media, McLuhan distinguishes between
"hot" and "cool" media in an effort to delimit their major characteristics. A hot medium is one which projects information aggressively
by extending a single sense in "high definition"; ~onversely, the cool
medium, by operating in "low definition" ranges, ie. providing minimal information, requires a high degree of participation from the
audience and so effects a depth involvement exceeding the perhaps
more obvious but specialized, fragmentary reaction to a hot medium.
In general the mechanical media tend to be "hot" and the electric
media "cool," but in-specific analyses McLuhan's distinctions proliferate and blur: the telephone is cool and radio is hot; but, while the
phonograph is .hot, hi-fi or stereo is cool. Ta<;tile, high-participation
television is very cool and a major factor in our ch~nged environment.
:M;cLuhan predicted Kennedy's 1960 victory after the TV debates, .
reasoning that Nixon's "hot" image failed to project as suitably as
Kennedy's "cool" image.
It is instructive with the Rerspective supplied by Understanding
Media to review The MechanidIl Bride, McLuhan's exploration of the
Folklore of Industrial Man. The book will be overrated for a time: by
those who have not read it because it is out of print and a squabble
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over publishing rights currently prohibits its reissue; by some of those
who have read it because it is his most conventional work. The Bride
remains interesting by virtue of being a preliminary sketch for Understanding Media. The theme of the book is the mechanization of man
and the humanization of the machine which occurred in the rococo
period of Gutenberg, but the subject is the mass media, how they
work and what they do to their audiences. Here McLuhan begins a
formulation of the method that he later will employ to such startling
effect. All of the elements of that method are present: from an 1Qbjective viewpoint ("amusement born of rational detachment") he
will attempt "to apply the method of art analysis," "providing typical
visual imagery of our environment and dislocating it into meaning
by inspection." That is t<;> say, he will employ the techniques of literary
analysis, his professional tools, to the examination of subliterary
forms. Already his own heroes are those writers able to perceive and
use these forms: "Mallarme,and Joyce refused to be distracted by the
fashion-conscious sirens of content and subject matter and proceeded
, straight to the utilization of the universal forms of the artistic process
itself." Here too is the "circulating point of view," inviting the
reader to scan the short chapters in any order.
Unlike Joyce, however, in the Bride, McLuhan does allow himself to
be distracted by the sirens of content and subject matter, despite his
theoretical allegiance to formal analysis. Only in his first chapter in
the description of the characteristics of newspaper layout-discontinuity, suppression of syntactical connectives, simultaneity-as combining to achieve an "orchestration" is he able to maintain a purely
formal analysis. Elsewhere he cannot attain sufficient distance to perceive media form; he has not yet trained himself to distinguish consistently between form and content, as becomes most apparent by
comparing the Bride and Media on radio, comics, or movies. The
inability to avoid content analysis is attributable, at least in part, to
the fact that McLuhan is at this time very much a visual man. The
bias is evident at the outset in his description of method, that of "art
analysis," and purpose, to examine "typical visual imagery," and the
expectation is fulfilled throughout: although a considerable array of
media is discussed, almost invariably McLuhan approaches them
through the visual-pictures, advertisements, printed texts. Radio and
telephone, for instance, are seen through the focus of their advertising campaigns. McLuhan is not yet the man who can say that content
"is like the juicy piece of meat carried by the burglar to distract the
watchdog of the mind." Because he is not, reading this book is a very
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different experience from reading the later ones. The insight and wit
is here (Bergen and McCarthy Hact out a weekly parable of the big,
absent-minded technological world and the robots who are its very conscious victims."), but the tone is not the same. McLuhan is, despite
the attempt at objectivity, indignant at what technology does to man
(HIt destroys human autonomy, freezes perception, and sterilizes
judgment."), and, moreover, he does not have the later self-assurance eCI do not pretend to understand all of it.").
Although the seeds of McLuhan's later work can, in retrospect, be
detected lying dormant in the Bride, a ten-year-gestation process was
necessary before McLuhan could write the complementary volumes
on the past and future of human communicationt The transition was
as startling to admirers of the early McLuhan as, say, Bob Dylan's
change from folk to electric, rock-and-roll guitar and portended approximately the same mental evolution. The Galaxy concentrates upon
the effects of psychic crises produced by the two great communication
breakthroughs of the past-the phonetic alphabet and the printing
press. The first of these caused the initial shift from tribal or oral/
tactile man to the individual, visual man: HNo pictographic or ideo-,
grammic or heiroglyphic mode of writing h:;ts the detribalizing power
of the phonetic alphabet. No other kind of writing save the phonetic
has ever translated man out of the possessive world of total interdependence and interrelation that is the auditory network." McLuhan
then traces the slow intermingling of visualjauditory modes until in
the Renaissance the invention of movable type and the printing press
made possible the mass diffusion of endlessly repeatable, visual knowledge, triggering the Hexplosion" to which McLuhan attributes the illusion of conpnuous space, mass-production, linear" and mechanical
consistency in all phases of life. While McLuhan conceived of the
Galaxy as a necessary prolegomenon to Media, it stands on its own
as his solidest, most fully satisfactory book to date. This is because its
argument is carefully buttressed by such scholarship as WaIter J. Ong's
Ramus, Method, and the Decay of Dialogue, which makes tenable
McLuhan's conclusions about the epistemological effect of mechanical printing. Moreover, since the book is concerned with literary materials, most readers find themselves better equipped to follow McLuhan's reasoning here than in his subliterary excursions. Too, the
Galaxy is far more readable than Media, being less repetitious in presentation and circuitous in the writing. Even the chapter headings,
modeled on one-line gags, reach a more consistent level in wit and
appositeness: HSchizophrenia may be a necessary consequence of lit-
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eracy" and ttpeter Ramus and John Dewey were the two educational
tsurfers' or wave-riders of antithetic periods, the Gutenberg and the
Marconi or electronic" easily surpass "Movies: The Reel World." One
might be tempted to suggest that, when dealing with subliterary material, McLuhan falls prey to the fallacy of imitative form. '
Anyone who has followed the reviews of Understanding Media is
able to enumerate its faults ad infinitum: McLuhan's definition of
communications media, including as it does money, numbers, clocks,
and clothing along with the more predictable ones, is impossibly
broad; he constructs an oversimplified theory largely on the basis of
random readings in eccentric and simplistic secondary sources (including a historian who attributes feudalism to the invention of the
stirrup and an economist who believes trading derives from monkeys'
pastime of swinging from tree to tree); his deliberate eschewal of
linear, cause-and-effect reasoning and his Whitmanesque disdain
for resolving contradictions makes evaluation of his ideas impossible;
his "mosaic" organization causes endless repetition; his style is unreadably abstract; he manufactures metaphors, then disconcertingly
treats them as literal statements. All of this has been said a number
of times. Frank Kermode, while sympathetic to the problem McLuhan
has in presenting his thesis-that of delivering his message via a
medium which he believes inCapable of expressing that messagefundamentally questions McLuhan's solution, the creation of what
Kermode terms "an antibook." Through the "mosaic of field approach" McLuhan attempts to simulate the characteristics of the
electronic media, supplying much data but, by the discontinuous
presentation, forcing the reader to contribute "depth perception,"
fusing and semicreating the message of the whole. Hoisting McLuhan
with the petard of his own argument, Kermode insists that the typographic simulation of electronic presentation serves only to shortcircuit McLuhan's "message," his version of the electronic future,
falsifying it beyond recognition.
As the impact of McLuhan's work is absorbed, however, there is
increasingly a tendency to over.ook the shortcomings of Understanding Media and to accept McLuhan himself as-to use one of his favorite figures of speech-a' kind of distant "early warning system." Thus
one writer argues that "the question of whether McLuhan is right or
wrong in his specific interpretation of current technological change is
relatively unimportant, if not irrelevant." Another concludes that,
although "McLuhan is a man of insights and his attempts to create a
full-scale system out of them is not very successful," the most im-
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portant aspect of his work is his effort to "describe what he senses,
rightly or wrongly, as a historical inevitability." Objectively, McLuhan
may well think of his value in much the same terms; his remarks on
William Burrough's Nova Express seem deliberately relevant to the
reception of his own writings:
It is amusing to read reviews of Burroughs that try to classify his books
as non-books or as failed science fiction. It is a little like trying to
criticize the sartorial and verbal manifestations of a man who is knocking on the door to explain the Barnes are leaping from the roof of our
home. Burroughs is not asking merit marks as a writer; he is ,trying
to point to the shut-on button of an active and lethal environmental
process. (The Nation, 28 December 1964)

McLuhan has taught h~s readers that the medium· is the message
and they have learned well enough to display increasing interest in
that medium. The McLuhan festival staged-'at the University of British
Columbia and the French coinage mcIuhanisme may carry the cqlt
of personality to the extreme, but there is implicit, nonetheless, in such
manifestations the perception that here, just as sur~ly as with the twodollar gypsy fortune teller, the medium and the message are symbiotic. It was with the greatest interest, therefore, that we discovered
McLuhan would come to our campus in Al1ril for a lecture engagement. According to Life, a group of business executives recently paid
T $150.00 apiece for the privilege of going to Toronto to hear McLuhan
in a two-day seminar. Getting him to come, to us for a similar period
had to be a bargain, rather like gettiI:tg the Delphic Oracle to come to
Athens. When the oracle is divested of the temple, jt is possible perhaps to decide whether the voice is a ventriloquist's trick or the genuine ~rticle. "The echo is there in the back of the wodes; call him
forth!"

As

McLuhan in person is an impressive man. Tall,
several inches over six feet, lean, and handsome-ish; in coloration predominantly gray, like all Canadians or like TV images. At the lecture
the next day the ladies will whisper. that he looks like Gary Cooper,
but that is not quite right-he is Gary Cooper playing a Mountie. The
Canadian stamp is subtle but unmistakable; like Californians, the
Canadians are a people with residual identity. The face is definitely
lV. A Kennedy rather than a Nixon face, not sharp or aggressive but
low-definition and mobile, inviting a high degree of empathy. McLuhan's own sensory distribution is weighted preponderantly to oral
PROFESSORS GO,
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communication; visual response is low-he doesn't quickly recognize
people Of places-and he is not much of a listener--will ingest conversationalleads, generally will not hear questions. But he is a talker.
A "hit" conversationalist, McLuhan can be brilliant and entertainingly eclectic. Some of the talk suggests· preoccupation with his new
role as intellectual celebrity-conferences with the staff of Glamour
magazine ("They're interested in my work."), his office in the TimeLife building ("They thought it would be a convenience for me when
I'm in town.")-but most of it is simply social chatter filtered through
.his subject. He is chauvinistically interested in Gerda Munsinger, put
really warms up with the relative size of space bubbles projected by
different nationalities ("The. British internalize theirs, but Americans
want to be this far apart."), the sound-track of the movie, Dr.
Zhivago ("An iconography of sound rather than the usual chiaroscuro."), baseball played under Houston's Astrodome ("It creates a
whole new environment."), or the self-sufficiency of modem children
("Togetherness is out. All our children are already semi-Orientals
from watching television.")
Listening to him talk, one begins to understand in just what way the
book form does misrepresent his work. It is not really that, as Kermode
argues, the field approach of electronics is falsified by the equivalent
method of McLuhan's books; all of us, after all, are used to the
imaginative leap required by symbolic structures. Rather it is that McLuhan is an improviser, a spontaneous thinker, an ad-libber of con:.
structs. Much of what he says has the air of being tried for effect; to
see how it goes over. McLuhan repeatedly has emphasized that he
considers himself an "explorer" and that he uses speech as "process,"
not conclusion. "You must not take my statements of the most
outrageous opinions as closed, but as ways of getting at things." This
is apparent when one listens to him, but print imposes a rigidity that
is difficult to ignore. Pronouncements, contradictions, and inequalities
of the trivial and the serious that are subsumed in process of speech
appear to have equal weight in print, and his written thought, one
might guess, is insufficiently distanced from his spoken thought
process. Under the pressure of his present commitments the problem is
likely to worsen; at the moment he is involved in the writing of four
books, two with collaborators and two solo. One of these may concern itself with bridging this visual-oral dilemma-it is a book on .the
/ future of books.
:.
In the morning McLuhan is routed out of bed in order to undergo
the round of obligatory sightseeing which marks the arrival of a dis-
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tinguished visitor on campus. The whole procedure would seem to reinforce McLuhan's contention that his colleagues in the groves of
academe are visual specialists. Whereas a visitin~ politician is subjected to a tactile barrage-wearing cowboy hats, shaking hands, kissing ,
girls-a visiting professor is required to look at things, in McLuhan's
case largely a waste since he is nonvisual. He is taken to the physics lab
to view a laser beam; to the library to examine a rare book collection
(Polite but bored. He likes to call himself a "bookman," but it is
mainly nostalgia.); then to the art museum (He doesn't see the pictures; they become grist for the media mill: "Matisse's lines are
sculptural, cartoon-like, revealing the new preoccupation with space.
That's why he upset people in the Twenties."). This setting is a difficult one in which to judge McLuhan. Though the American academic
community knows McLuhan as a man whose picture appears in Life,
to them his valuable work is literary-the dissertation ,on Thomas
Nashe, unpublished but a standard authority, or his study of Tennyson's landscape poetry. The Galaxy was studded with literary references; however, Understanding Media reveals a mind effectively saturated with nonliterary interests. He has ranged far from his original
role and now attempts to step back into character to deliver a specialized paper to a group of specialists, a tough audience.
Lunch produces its moments of high comedy. McLuhan is a Cambridge man and the various Cambridge connections of the assembled
men permit conversation to mesh tranquilly fora time; soon, through
a combination of his hosts' politeness and curiosity and his own
single-miildedness, McLuhan's work and th~ories are the topic. The
scene takes on a distinct touch of unreality as one watches the circle
of serious professorial faces framing the main actors while a distinguished Renaissance scholar gives McLuhan the synopsis of a recent
adventure in a comic strip called Apartment 3-G. "I must look at that
one/'McLuhan responds soberly. He explains something about the
nature of his Centre for Culture and Technology, in which the research and teaching is done on a volunteer basis by interested Toronto
faculty members. The major project at the present time is a "sensory
profile" of the city of Toronto, designed to establish for the entire
population the "threshold levels" of the various senses and to determine how they shift in response to an environmental change, such
as color televisiolJ. Discussing the scope and objectives of the project
involves McLuhan in explanations' about the nature of the senses,
something he now takes for granted but which can be bafBing to the
uninitiated.. A man whose studies of romantic poetry have given him
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a thorough knowledge of synesthesia asks a thoughtful question. Like
an evangelist or a good· car salesman, McLuhan has a way of dealing
with such intrusions. He thumps the underside of the table impressively. "An Eskimo could draw a picture just as easily underneath as
on top. They're nonvisualf" Attempting to ·ease along the discussion of
the visual faculty, someone-in all innocence-murmurs that the advent of television Inust have given quite a boost to visual consciousness. It is a touchy moment. "Well," says McLuhan, ((television is
really nonvisual. But I don't want to go into all that now. It's rather
complicated." Too late to get out of it, however. "I do see it, don't I?"
One doesn't know whether to feel more sympathy for McLuhan, who
must be experiencing this for the thousandth time, ot for his bewildered auditors. The TV theory was the teaser all through Understanding Media and the explanation, coming in the antepenultimate chapter, was only about two-thirds convincing. But he goes through it again:
low-definition, image completion, all those millions of little dots, like
a pictogram, image projected on viewer rather than screen, everything
funneled inward. When he is done there are polite noncommittal
nods.
The afternoon lecture is prefaced by a tea-silver service, little ladies
in flowered hats, the full routine. The room fills fairly fast with a
more varied crowd than usual. Many graduate students, attracted in
roughly equal degrees by the tea, sandwiches and cookies and the
chance to talk to their hero before the lecture. A respectful young
couple are downcast at having a myth destroyed: no, says McLuhan, it
is not true that the Luce interests bought up all copies of the Bride
to keep it off the market. McLuhan apologizes to bystanders for corning with a prepared speech. He felt it was a necessary concession to
the university audience, but is unhappy about the loss of audience
contact. Says he hasn't read ·a paper before an audience in several
years. By four o'clock the tea cups are cleared away, people seated,
ready to see what this man is like. After the initial surprise it is a source
of perverse pleasure to find his lecture style the antithesis of one's
expectation. Whereas the fluent, positive conversationalist should
prefigure a polished, assured lecturer, McLuhan is quiet, hesitant in
his delivery, irregular in speech rhythm. At first it appears that he is
nervous or unfamiliar With his speech, but the content of the lecture
is similarly low-keyed and erratic so it becomes. evident the manner
is deliberate. Although he complained about the inhibiting quality
of a prepared text, McLuhan gets away from a packaged reading by
using the text as an outline, interpolating jokes, comments, extended
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explanations. The model for McLuhan's lecture manner is precisely
Jack Paar, whose "utterly cool and casual verbal agility" McLuhan
admires. It is all there: the nonchalant, throwaway delivery with key
points underplayed, the ingratiating nervousness, the random and
spontaneous-seeming organization, the cross-cutting from the amusing to the serious. In effect McLuhan presents a lecture as if he were
On a TV panel discussion or a guest on the Tonight Show. What he is
after is depth involvement with the audience. From some he gets it;
empathy is the only alternative to total noncommunication. From
others he doesn't. Their conventional expectations of an academic
lecture are too strong to accept this; the concentration necessary to
hear the speaker bothers them, the jokes and non sequiturs outrage
their sense of decorum. Afterwards McLuhan comments, "I know
what it means when those coughs start. It is the nonverbal expression
of total disagreement and contempt."
From the standpoint of content the lecture is revealing. The title
is "Space in the roetry and Painting of the Tudor and Stuart Period,"
presumably an excerpt from his forthcoming book on space in poetry
and painting chosen to coincide with the interests of the host organization; relatively little of the talk, however, conforms to this an~
nounced subject. We are oriented to the brave new world of electric
circuitry: as man's frontiers are subject to unlimited expansion, the
earth itself will become "an old nose cone" or "a kind of Williamsburg," an object of sentimental historical curiosity. The distinction
between iconic, atemporal art and pictorial, temporal leads to the
analogy that the £rug and Watusi are "iconic and sculptural," creating
their own world within the linear space of the old-fashioned dance
floor. The lecture is not on the announced topic so much as it points
McLuhan's habitual preoccupations and material toward an insight
about this topic. The technical invention of perspective in painting
made possible continuous narrative and pictorial poetry because persp~ctive permits the illusion of a story or prospect in a particular time,
instead of representing all possible times and aspects as did the
medieval iconic art. Thus tIle po~try of Skelton is "iconic and cartoonlike" with radical juxtapositions of sound; Spenser uses the Bat
medieval panel form, twisting or diagonalizing a sequence of such
scenic panels to create a sense of continuo.us narrative; Marvell's
"Coy Mistress" opens with a complete recapitulation of medieval
. iconographic techniques before shifting to the perspective of continuous space. And finally the insight: mannerism consists in the presentation of multiple perspectives, a group of minute, private view-
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points, in one painting or poem; the achievement of baroque is the
attainment of double perspective.
Listening to this creates an odd effect of deja vu or, to be accurate,
deja entendu. The distinction between mannerism and haroque is new;
otherwise everything is familiar from a variety of McLuhan contexts.
The analysis of Edgar'S Cliffs-of-Dover speech (Lear, IV. vi. 11-24) as
the first instance of three-dimensional pictorial perspective in poetry
comes from the Galaxy; the comments on the Matisse paintings originated during the morning visit to the museum; a couple of the anecdotes were tested over cocktails the previous evening; one joke even
dates back to The Mechanical Bride. The lecture is virtually a mosaic
or orchestration of all the material McLuhan has ever used. It i~ possible to project two likely hypotheses, one positive and one negative,
as to why it is that McLuhan should present a pastiche of all his
past utterances. It may be that he simply has become the totally oral
man. Like the minnesinger, the Homeric bard, or the Beowulf poet,
he unlocks his word-horde and all his knowledge comes forth, structured into song by repetitions of set phrases, example, tropes, and
· formulary embellishments. In this sense McLuhan's reworking of his
previous statements would constitute an attempt to create appropriate
verbal conventions for' the electronic age. In observing how the
Galaxy serves as a complement to Albert B. Lord's study of the oral
forms of epic composition, The Singer of Tales, McLuhan remarked
that Hwe also live in an electric or post-literate time when the jazz
musician uses all the techniques of oral poetry. Emphatic identification with all the oral modes is not difficult in our century." Less optimistically, .it might be that- the intellectual monster of communications theory has assumed control of the unwary Frankenstein who
created it. llIn beholding this new thing, man is compelled to become
it." Like the most advanced computer McLuhan has been programmed with this data and now functions only to implement it. Punch
a button for the right memory-tape and turn off the mind. If, indeed,
McLuhan is becoming a prisoner of his own ideas, it allows for a nice
irony: the mechanical bridegroom.- As McLuhan describes the victim
of the syndrome he calls HNarcissus-Narcosis": HHe was numb. He had
adapted to his extension of himself and had become a closed system."
The lecture is done but McLuhan's tour of duty is far from complete; ·he must endure yet a cocktail party, a banquet, give an afterdinner talk, and finally a last party'in his honor. Those people who are
fond of remarking the naivete of academiCS in business matters should
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observe the manner in which visiting speakers are wrung dry. McLuhan
somehow had not been aware of the banquet talk1 but says that it
does not matter. He is used to speaking without advance preparation.
The cocktail party is ho~ overcrowded1 a sluggish lull between events.
By the time 'of the banquet McLuhan is noticeably tiring. For once
he is content to follow1 instead of directing1 the conversation around
him. The only time he displays real animation occurs in asking a history professor if it is true1 as he has heard1 that Napoleon conditioned
illiterate· recruits to linear discipline by marching them on boards.
UnfortunatelY1 no information is forthcoming. Over dessert he tests a
couple of jokes on his neighbors, jots down cues for the ones he
decides to use. The& Madeira is poured1 cigars distributed1 and he i~
on again. McLuhan's weariness heightens the effects of a recent minor
illness and he looks distinctly older than he did in the afternoon. Out
of deference to an intellectually conservative audience McLuhan tells
old-fashioned jokes with a story line1 not the "cool" depth jokes (e.g'1
elephant jokes) that he uses to typify the mental patterns of modern
teenagers. Because the banquet is stag he obligingly tells a sequence
of stag stories1 mildly bawdy dialect jokes1 nun jokes. This time the
manner is deadpan1 whether from tiredness, ca1culatio~ or both; the
delivery slow with a deft sense of timing. Almost without preamble
and conjunctions he stands there telling a seemingly endless sequence
of comic stories· in a £Iat1 emotionless way. Eventually he does run
out of jokes and begins to talk; now, having nothing else to talk about1
the depreciating manner seems to saY1 he will tell us something about
the implications of the work going on at his Centre.
The effect is remarkable one. The archetype for this performance
is best preserved in the English music halls with a Max Miller or, in
the aesthetic recreation by Osborne and Olivier1 Archie Rice of The
Entertainer: the weary old comic running through his stale1 music-hall
routine, suddenly steps out to the footlights and with genuine feeling
-the heart behind the greasepaint-launches into a sentimental song.
McLuhan1s song is a paean to man's future. He begins with an analogy:
once royalty was the only station in life for which a person1s business
was just growing UP1 learning things. "Now we're all royalty," everyone1s business is simply learning and maturing. In this sense the future of work is filling a role, not taking a job. He enumerates some of
the things we need to learn about, the factors which alter so quickly
that we fail to notice them. Advertisements now sell information, not a
particular product. "You read the ads to learn why you're satisfied with
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the things you've already purchased." Cities are becoming obsolete;
they will be "places to display technology, not places to live or work
in." Books can be made to order; with the advent of xerography every
writer can become his own publisher, the reader can be both. In a
world of instantaneous electric communication children mature faster,
becoming young adults as the phenomenon of adolescence is phased
out. Conversely, adults become infantile in that they "make the content of their childhoods the subject of sentimental recreation." Thus
the Batman success reveals the untapped potential for commercialized
nostalgia.
. As we learn more, the traditional mental geography changes-"the
unconscious is eroded by the conscious" and it is vital to understand
the effect this will have. Truman Capote's In Cold Blood, McLuhan
reasons, could only have been written at a time when environment
becomes "pure information," and provides the lesson that total involvement means total guilt. In these circumstances man's mythic role
is that of Oedipus. "Oedipus asked, 'Who done it?' and soon found
out, 'I done it.' We're all Oedipus." If, however, the electronic world
of involvement imposes an awesome responsibility, it holds the potential of permitting man to mold and shape his own life as an art
form. The old environment is always the content of the new and in
the electric age, "We're the content."
Once again the speech is pure pastiche; it skims the cream from
Media and undoubtedly is a capsule version of a basic talk McLuhan
has given several times a month for the past year. This time, despite
the familiarity, it is convincing. McLuhan manages to convey his
Vision with an evident sincerity and depth of feeling that for the
moment projects his gospel to an audience of believers. The medium
is the message and for the first time that day communication is immediate. He has, to borrow his description of the TV teacher,
charisma.
Moments like this one pass quickly. McLuhan leaves the banquet
room, puzzling over a joke that went flat, the only space joke that he
ventured. " 'Everyone's just gotta have some place.' Isn't that funny?"
Now that the end of the gamut is in sight McLuhan allows himself t9
sag a bit. He will make a token appearance at the party, does not cauY
for anything to-drink. Even so, presence is speech for the man and.he
stays nearly two hours, talking out thoughts that have been stirred by
the banquet performance: "Happenings" show an awareness that our
environment can be given aesthetic shape; clothing serves as a means
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of transportation as well as communication ("That's important. I
forgot to put in my book."); Capote is a Southerner with the Southern view of guilt and shared consciousness which makes his book possible ("No, I haven't read it. Only excerpts and the reviews.") . At
last he does slip out to get a brief night's sleep before catching a seven
A.M. flight back to New York and a day in his office. From New York
to Toronto, Toronto to Santa Cruz, and from Santa Cruz to all the
other unlikely places where the jet-age ·professor touches down. "Who
gave you that numb?" Joyce asks. "I done it," Oedipus replies.
An interim report on Marshall McLuhan has to be equivocal. As
various reviewers have commented, the relationships he perceives, the
intuitions he has, are more poetic than scientific and the vision of the
future. has its affinities with science fiction. One has to feel that the
fearful symmetry of this vision might be shaped as much by an
aesthetic impulse as by the objective synthesis and interpretation of
data. McLuhan is a man of two minds-on the one hand is the historian of ideas who brilliantly employs his oral-visual distinction to map
the contours .of thought as it is affected by changing environment; on
the other the poetic system-builder-between which there is unavoidable conflict. Personal exposure to McLuhan. tends to reinforce this
impression. He frequently disclaims commitment to the process that
he describes so eloquently ("I'ill not for any of these things, you understand. I just think it is important to understand them so that they
can be controlled."); yet the commitment is proclaimed by every,. thing he says on -the subject. The electronic age is to render both
work and war obsolete, achieving a state that he compares-in imagery
of high and low mimesis-to prelapsarian Eden and the world of Al
Capp's Shmoo. It. is difficult to say whether McLuhan's belief is in
the future his theory enables him to see or is only the master-builder's
belief in the creation itself, in this case the theory. Significant, perhaps, is the language with which he describes the effects of the electronic future; if it provides a reliable index, this theoretical presuppositions and evaluative criteria are derived straight from. the romantic
tradition. The electronic world is "organic," "mythic," "holistic" ("one
starts with organic unity as an immediate fact~'). While knO\yledge
plays a profound role, it is also directed-in Eliot's phrase, -"felt
thought"-hence the insistence on depth experience, depth Involvement and the "central nervous system" metaphor. His "Tribal Man'?
is a descendant of the symbolic line that runs. from Wordsworth's
rustics through Yeats's Irish peasants; and it is by no coincidence that
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McLuhan invokes Blake's Jerusalem as "explanation and justification"
for his methodology. McLuhan sometimes reminds one of that cosmic
communications expert, Leopold Bloom: "What were habitually his
final meditations? Of some one sole unique advertisement to cause
passers to stop in wonder, a poster novelty, with all extraneous accretions excluded, reduced to itS simplest and most efficient terms not
exceeding the span of casual vision and congruous with the velocity of
.modem life." In its seductive simplicity and its insistence,McLuhan's
message fittingly meets the requirements for Bloom's one great advertisement. Blake's declaration, "The Nature of my Work is Visionary or Imaginative, it is an Endeavour to Restore what the Ancients
call'd the Golden Age," could serve as an appropriate motto for McLuhan's projections; but to learn why in our day the romantic mythographer becomes Leopold Bloom, ad man, we must, as usual, turn to
McLuhan: "The intellectual is newly cast in the role of a primitive
seer, Yates, or hero incongruously peddling his discoveries in a commercial market."
McLuhan was the intellectual historian before he became the Yates
of the market place. At the conclusion of the Galaxy it is the historian's caution and awareness of complexities which causes him to
approach the electronic age in these terms: "Our liberation from the
dilemma may, as Joyce felt, come from the new electric technology,
with its profound organic character" (italics added). And again: "A
few decades hence it will be easy to describe the revolution in human
perception and motivation that resulted from beholding the new
mosaic mesh of the TV image. Today it is futile to discuss it at all."
Understanding Media admits no such doubts and tentative formulations; everything is reminiscent in tone of the apocalyptic utterances of
a seer who tells "of things invisible to mortal sight." McLuhan has
taught us that the content of the new environment is the older environment elevated to the status of an art form. At present McLuhan's
writing and speech both suggest that the intellectual historian's "environment," the analysis of thought processes as motivated by sensory
changes, has become the content of the more recent environment, that
of the prophetic mythographer. In essential impulse, then, the Galaxy
and Media are very different kinds of books and, although they cannot be evaluated by the same criteria, the scholar must be as disappointed by McLuhan's direction of development as the convert is
inspired. As McLuhan has shown, environments are not constants
and one cannot predict how the man's thought might alter in the
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future. At present, however, since most of us h;ave something of both
Shem and Shaun in our character the reaction to him is likely to be
mixed. Perhaps the best evaluation of McLuhan's visit, of his work at
this time, is offered by McLuhan himself. In closing the banquet
speech M.cLuhan returned to that with which "he had begun, a joke.
It seems that a man went out on a date one night with Siamese twins.
The next day his friend inquires, "Did you have a good time?" He
answers, "Well, yes and no."
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